
 

BAMcinématek announces the main slate for the seventh 
annual BAMcinemaFest, a festival of American 
independents with 23 New York premieres, Jun 17—28 
 
Opening night—New York premiere of James Ponsoldt’s The End 
of the Tour 
 
Closing night—New York premiere of Sean Baker’s Tangerine 
 
Centerpiece—North American premiere of Alex Ross Perry’s 
Queen of Earth 
 
The Wall Street Journal is the title sponsor for BAMcinemaFest, BAMcinématek, and BAM 
Rose Cinemas. 
 
Brooklyn, NY/May 6, 2015—BAMcinématek announces the complete main slate for the seventh 
annual BAMcinemaFest (Jun 17—28), hailed as “New York’s best independent film showcase” 
(The New Yorker). A 12-day festival presenting premieres of emerging voices in American 
independent cinema, this year’s lineup features 20 New York premieres, two North American 
premieres, and one world premiere. 
 
“In its seventh year, BAMcinemaFest has expanded its reach with thematically and formally daring 
work—from a dazzling chase across Los Angeles captured on iPhones to a narrative reimagining 
of seminal documentary Portrait of Jason—as selected by the screening committee comprised of 
Nellie Killian, David Reilly, and Ryan Werner,” says Gabriele Caroti, director of BAMcinématek. 
“We are ecstatic to welcome back James Ponsoldt (The Spectacular Now, BAMcinemaFest 2013) 
with The End of the Tour—a snapshot of literary titan David Foster Wallace and the first opening 
night film by a BAMcinemaFest alumnus—and are equally excited to be working with intrepid 
distributor A24.” 
 
“Once again, The Wall Street Journal is proud to join BAMcinemaFest in supporting new and 
inventive storytellers within the American independent film community,” says Gerard Baker, Editor 
in Chief of The Wall Street Journal. “I am very much looking forward to joining all of the other 
eager audience members at BAM in celebrating these exceptionally talented filmmakers.” 
 
Opening the festival on Wednesday, June 17, in the Howard Gilman Opera House is the New York 
premiere of Ponsoldt’s The End of the Tour, a moving tribute to the late David Foster Wallace. 
During the final leg of the tour for his landmark 1996 novel Infinite Jest, Wallace (Jason Segel, in a 
career-best performance) is joined on the road by reporter David Lipsky (Jesse Eisenberg), who 
shadows the breakout author’s every move for an in-depth Rolling Stone profile. Five days of 
conversation are recorded on tape, revealing Wallace’s insecurity with his newfound celebrity, his 
enduring depression, and the pair’s unique and precarious dynamic, which evolves from mistrust 
to admiration and understanding. Based on Lipsky’s best-selling memoir and penned by Pulitzer 
Prize-winning playwright Donald Margulies, The End of the Tour is an elegy to a literary master 
gone too soon. The screening will feature in-person appearances by Ponsoldt and Segel. The End 
of the Tour is an A24 release. 
 
Sean Baker’s Tangerine closes the festival on Sunday, June 28, at BAM Rose Cinemas. When  



 

transgender working girl Sin-Dee hears that her hustler beau has been cheating, she drags gal pal 
Alexandra on a wild pimp chase from donut shops to drug dens down Santa Monica Boulevard. Over 24 
hours on Christmas Eve, subcultures clash and friends become enemies and then friends again, until all 
converge for an exuberant finale. Featuring dazzling, inventive cinematography shot entirely on an 
iPhone, this neon-lit romp from writer, director, and editor Baker (Starlet) is high energy, high contrast, 
and equal parts snark and heart. Executive produced by Mark and Jay Duplass, Tangerine is a Magnolia 
Pictures release. 
 
As a special centerpiece screening, BAMcinemaFest presents the North American premiere of Alex Ross 
Perry’s Queen of Earth at BAM Rose Cinemas. Quivering with anxiety, Catherine (Elisabeth Moss) 
absconds to the sun-soaked serenity of her best friend Virginia’s (Katherine Waterston) lakeside cabin, 
seeking refuge from the haunting memories of the past year. But as their painful pasts come slithering 
into the already uncomfortable present, the two women’s nerves become frayed and their personas eerily 
intertwined. Indie wunderkind Perry (The Color Wheel, 2011) returns to BAMcinemaFest with this acerbic 
dissection of isolation and entitlement steeped in homage to 70s auteurs, luminously lensed in 16mm by 
Sean Price Williams, and featuring an evocative minimalist score by Keegan DeWitt. Queen of Earth is an 
IFC Films release. 
 
The complete BAMcinemaFest 2015 slate includes: 
 
 OPENING NIGHT: The End of the Tour (James Ponsoldt) NY Premiere Narrative 

An A24 release.  
 

 CLOSING NIGHT: Tangerine (Sean Baker) NY Premiere Narrative 
A Magnolia Pictures release. 

 
 CENTERPIECE: Queen of Earth (Alex Ross Perry) North American Premiere Narrative 

An IFC Films release. 
 
 Advantageous (Jennifer Phang) NY Premiere Narrative 

In a cutthroat future metropolis, middle-aged single mother Gwen (co-writer Jacqueline Kim) loses her 
job at a biotech corporation that places its customers in desirable new bodies. Alienated from her family 
and unemployable in a youth-obsessed marketplace, she worries about affording her gifted daughter’s 
prep-school tuition and contemplates undergoing the identity-altering procedure she was once hired to 
sell. A Special Jury Award winner at Sundance, this visually inventive, feminist take on dystopian sci-fi 
delves deep into familial sacrifice, the anxiety of aging, and technology’s ever-tightening grip on modern 
selfhood. 

 
 Best of Enemies (Robert Gordon, Morgan Neville) NY Premiere Documentary 

The art of political debate reached sublimely rancorous new heights when conservative William F. 
Buckley, Jr. and liberal Gore Vidal covered the 1968 Republican and Democratic National Conventions 
for ABC. Amid the decade’s escalating culture wars, two of America’s foremost intellectuals trained their 
rapid-fire wits and patrician accents on the hot-button issues of the day, resulting in the most venomous 
verbal duel in broadcast history. Mixing archival footage, juicy biographical detail, and reflections from 
Dick Cavett, Christopher Hitchens, and others, this briskly paced documentary revisits the pop-culture 
watershed that spawned our age of polarized punditry. A Magnolia Pictures release. 

 
 Breaking a Monster (Luke Meyer) NY Premiere Documentary 

The members of Brooklyn speed-metal band Unlocking the Truth perform on the street in Times Square 
and spend every spare minute making music—when they aren’t attending seventh grade. After videos 
of the band’s wild performances go viral, they land a 70-year-old manager and a $1.8 million contract 
with Sony. But as the boys become professional musicians and enter into adulthood, they must learn 
the realities of life in a band. Meyer’s funny, empathetic documentary offers a behind-the-scenes look at 
today’s music industry and a group of kids at the critical moment between recess and rock star. 

 
 



 

 Call Me Lucky (Bobcat Goldthwait) NY Premiere Documentary 
A long-unsung hero of contemporary stand-up, Barry Crimmins blazed a trail through Boston’s 1980s 
comedy-club circuit, excoriating Reagan-era conservatism with his incendiary brand of social satire. In 
this loving documentary portrait, Crimmins’ protégé Bobcat Goldthwait grapples with his mentor’s ribald 
wit and prickly persona—and ultimately unravels a devastating account of the tragedy that led Crimmins 
to commit himself to political activism mid-career. Featuring interviews with admirers like Margaret Cho 
and Marc Maron, this tribute to an influential firebrand illuminates how trauma and outrage can fuel 
great comedy. 

 
 Cop Car (Jon Watts) NY Premiere Narrative 

When two wide-eyed eight-year-old boys stumble upon an abandoned patrol car in the woods, their 
instinct for mischief overwhelms any urge for caution. Soon the boys are off to the races, gunning the 
car down back roads and basking in their seeming invincibility. Little do they know, a rotten sheriff (a 
sinister, scummy Kevin Bacon) with a deadly secret is on a desperate hunt for his car—and will get it 
back at any cost. As the boys face increasingly disturbing danger, Watts’ masterful second feature 
culminates in a cat-and-mouse standoff for the ages. A Focus World release. 

 
 Counting (Jem Cohen) North American Premiere Documentary 

Veteran New York filmmaker Jem Cohen (We Have an Anchor, Next Wave 2013; Museum Hours, 
BAMcinemaFest 2013) is a master at evoking the fabric of urban life with richly textured combinations of 
sound and image. His latest work weaves 15 chapters—including snapshots of New York, Moscow, Istanbul, 
and more of the world’s metropolises—into a tapestry that captures a range of ephemeral moments with an 
elegiac tenderness, from street protests to flickering lights and the movement of clouds across the sky. 
Cohen, who has noted that the film initially began in response to the death of cine-essay pioneer Chris 
Marker, emerges as both rigorous documentarian and consummate flaneur. A Cinema Guild release. 

 
 The Grief of Others (Patrick Wang) NY Premiere Narrative 

In this follow-up to his tour-de-force debut, In the Family, writer-director Patrick Wang navigates the 
quiet undercurrents of human behavior, following a married couple in the aftermath of their newborn 
son’s death. As the family grapples with tragedy, both parents and their two precocious children are 
divided by their own personal grief—a delicate state disrupted by the husband’s troubled, long-
estranged daughter from a previous relationship. Based on Leah Hager Cohen’s acclaimed novel, this 
masterfully controlled ensemble drama registers the intricacies of unspoken heartbreak with empathy 
and precision. 

 
 Henry Gamble’s Birthday Party (Stephen Cone) NY Premiere Narrative 

Set over 24 climactic hours around a suburban pool party, this minutely observed character study 
follows the 17-year-old son of an evangelical preacher as he comes to terms with the gap between 
spiritual faith and carnal desire. As day turns to night, long-held secrets come to light and tightly 
controlled lives begin to unravel. Featuring a delicately interwoven ensemble, lyrical cinematography, 
and a lush synth score, Henry Gamble’s Birthday Party turns a sympathetic eye toward the facades we 
all create. 
 

 Here Come the Videofreex (Jon Nealon, Jenny Raskin) NY Premiere Documentary 
In the 1960s and 70s the Videofreex blazed a trail for truly alternative media. Tapping into a treasure 
trove of recently restored Videofreex tapes, including interviews with icons like Fred Hampton and 
Abbie Hoffman, Here Come the Videofreex charts the path of this underground video collective, from 
their time traveling the countercultural beat for CBS News to the establishment of their radically local 
pirate television station in Lanesville, New York. Directors Nealon and Raskin capture the enthusiasm 
of the Videofreex as they attempted to harness the democratic power of portable video. 

 
 The Invitation (Karyn Kusama) NY Premiere Narrative 

In this taut psychological thriller by Karyn Kusama (Girlfight, Jennifer’s Body), the tension is palpable 
when Will shows up at his ex-wife Eden’s dinner party. The pair’s tragic past haunts an equally spooky 
present: amid Eden’s suspicious behavior and her mysterious house guests, Will becomes convinced 
that his invitation was extended with a hidden agenda. Unfolding over one dark evening in the 



 

Hollywood Hills, The Invitation blurs layers of mounting paranoia, mystery, and horror until both Will—
and the audience—are unsure which threats are real or imagined. A Drafthouse Films release. 

 
 Jason and Shirley (Stephen Winter) World Premiere Narrative 

In 1967, legendary avant-garde filmmaker Shirley Clarke made one of her simplest and most radical 
films, a feature-length interview of downtown entertainer, hustler, and raconteur Jason Holliday called 
Portrait of Jason. In his new lo-fi film, director Stephen Winter goes on to imagine what happened when 
the cameras weren’t rolling, casting downtown theater veteran Jack Waters and author-activist Sarah 
Schulman in the lead roles. Winter plunges the viewer into the dizzying power struggle between 
filmmaker and subject, as the increasingly inebriated Jason battles to turn the tables on his interlocutors 
and they seek to challenge his carefully constructed persona. 

 
 Krisha (Trey Edward Shults) NY Premiere Narrative 

When free-spirited Krisha (Krisha Fairchild, director Shults’ real-life aunt) returns to Texas for a holiday 
gathering, it doesn’t take long for tensions to mount and nerves to unravel in this dizzying portrait of a 
woman—and family—on the verge. A deeply personal debut feature, simmering with bravado 
camerawork (echoing Shults’ mentor Terrence Malick), a propulsive score, and breakout performances 
from a largely nonprofessional cast, Krisha announces a remarkable new talent in homegrown 
independent cinema. Winner of the Grand Jury and Audience Awards at SXSW.  

 
 Nasty Baby (Sebastián Silva) NY Premiere Narrative 

Fort Greene artist Freddy (Silva, Crystal Fairy, BAMcinemaFest 2013) enlists his best friend (Kristen 
Wiig) to have a baby with his boyfriend (TV on the Radio’s Tunde Adebimpe). But as they begin the 
process of creating their picture-perfect modern Brooklyn family, a neighborhood eccentric becomes a 
menacing presence in the trio’s lives. Winner of the Berlinale’s Teddy Award, this offbeat genre-bender 
deliberately transgresses expectations as it builds to its shocking conclusion. Released by The 
Orchard. 

 
 Pervert Park (Frida Barkfors, Lasse Barkfors) NY Premiere Documentary 

This revealing documentary offers an unprecedented glimpse into the lives of a group of registered sex 
offenders living in an isolated Florida community. Allowing its subjects the opportunity to recount gut-
wrenching personal stories unfiltered, Pervert Park makes a divisive choice: empathy over 
judgment. The debut feature from husband-and-wife team Frida and Lasse Barkfors is a compassionate 
portrait of society’s most stigmatized pariahs and their struggle to break the cycle of silence and sexual 
abuse. 
 

 Prophet’s Prey (Amy Berg) NY Premiere Documentary 
An engrossing exposé of Mormon fringe group the Fundamentalist Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day 
Saints (FLDS), this scorching documentary captures tyrannical leader Warren Jeffs’ journey from rising 
religious fanatic to convicted felon. Academy Award nominee Amy Berg (Deliver Us from Evil, West of 
Memphis) interviews ex-members of the isolated polygamist community who share brutal accounts of 
sexual abuse and the psychological control Jeffs once wielded—and in some cases still does. Featuring 
interviews with investigative author Jon Krakauer (Under the Banner of Heaven, Into the Wild) and a 
solemn, beautiful score by Nick Cave and Warren Ellis, Prophet’s Prey confronts the trauma FLDS 
fostered, condemning its leader and his manipulation of religion, obedience, and power. A Showtime 
Documentary Films release. 

 
 The Russian Woodpecker (Chad Gracia) NY Premiere Documentary 

Winner of the Sundance Documentary Jury Prize for World Cinema, this harrowing film from first-time 
director Chad Gracia examines the lasting effects of the Chernobyl disaster through the eyes of 
Ukrainian artist Fedor Alexandrovich, who was four years old on that fateful day. Risking their lives to 
gain unprecedented access to the site and get closer to the truth, Alexandrovich and the filmmakers 
uncover the mystery of the Duga, a Soviet radio antenna with frightening abilities, and reveal new 
layers of the revolution’s painful history. 

 
 



 

 Stinking Heaven (Nathan Silver) NY Premiere Narrative 
Set in the early 90s and shot on lo-fi video of the era, this raw and restless ensemble piece—which 
features a cast of Brooklyn indie film stalwarts—goes inside the walls of a suburban safe house for 
recovering addicts, where rituals and reenactments serve as group therapy and residents share a 
boundless intimacy. When the arrival of a mysterious new member (I Used to Be Darker’s Hannah 
Gross) disrupts order at the commune, the ever-encroaching handheld camera bears witness to its 
turbulent demise. 

 
 Uncle Kent 2 (Todd Rohal) NY Premiere Narrative 

Storyboard artist Kent Osborne is dead set on making a sequel to Joe Swanberg’s Uncle Kent, an idea 
that Swanberg shrugs off and Todd Rohal (The Catechism Cataclysm, BAMcinemaFest 2011) picks up, 
following Osborne to San Diego Comic-Con. Soon enough Osborne steadily goes off the rails amid a 
series of hallucinations, bizarre romantic pursuits, and delirious ramblings about engineer Ray 
Kurzweil’s singularity concept—and he becomes increasingly aware that the world is about to end. This 
ultra-meta absurdist romp won the Visions Audience Award at SXSW.  

 
 Unexpected (Kris Swanberg) NY Premiere Narrative 

When high school teacher Sam (How I Met Your Mother’s Cobie Smulders) discovers she’s pregnant, 
the trajectory of her life takes an abrupt turn. Boyfriend becomes fiancé and career dreams stall as she 
navigates this new, unsteady terrain. When one of her best and brightest students, Jasmine 
(charismatic newcomer Gail Bean), confides that she’s also expecting, the pair swap insecurities and 
aspirations—and find the boundaries between comforter and comforted growing murkier by the day. 
Unexpected is a sensitive depiction of modern motherhood, addressing privilege, age, and wisdom with 
honesty and bite. A Film Arcade release. 

 
 A Woman Like Me (Alex Sichel, Elizabeth Giamatti) NY Premiere Documentary 

Diagnosed with metastatic breast cancer in 2011, Alex Sichel turned to writing and directing as a 
means of coping, creating a fictional, more optimistic alter ego (tenderly portrayed by Lili Taylor) with 
the same prognosis. Co-director Elizabeth Giamatti documented the creative process, and together 
they crafted an inventive documentary-narrative hybrid that chronicles Sichel’s journey through her 
illness. Winner of SXSW’s Special Jury Prize for Directing, A Woman Like Me is candid, emotional, and 
a powerfully affecting elegy to the loss of life and art. 

 
Special events, shorts, the complete festival schedule, and press screenings to be announced. 

 
For press information, please contact  
Lisa Thomas at 718.724.8023 / lthomas@BAM.org   
Hannah Thomas at 718.724.8002 / hthomas@BAM.org 

 
About BAMcinemaFest 

In its first six years, BAMcinemaFest has presented New York premieres of the best new American independent 
cinema, including Richard Linklater’s Academy Award-winning Boyhood (2014 Opening Night), Lena Dunham’s Tiny 
Furniture (2010), David Lowery’s Ain’t Them Bodies Saints (2013 Opening Night), Alex Ross Perry’s The Color 
Wheel (2011), Destin Cretton’s Short Term 12 (2013 Closing Night), Darius Clark Monroe’s Evolution of a 
Criminal (2014), Joe Swanberg’s Drinking Buddies (2013) and Happy Christmas (2014), Andrew Bujalski’s Computer 
Chess (2013), Jem Cohen’s Museum Hours (2013), Shaka King’s Newlyweeds (2013), Amanda Rose 
Wilder’s Approaching the Elephant (2014), Mike Birbiglia’s Sleepwalk With Me (2012 Opening Night), Jay & Mark 
Duplass’ Cyrus (2010 Opening Night), and many others, along with spotlight screenings of Academy Award-
nominated films Armando Iannucci’s In the Loop (2009) and Benh Zeitlin’s Beasts of the Southern Wild (2012), and 
retrospective celebrations of Noah Baumbach’s Kicking and Screaming and Spike Lee’s Do the Right Thing (2014 
Closing Night, co-presented with the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences).  In 2014, BAMcinemaFest was 
named Best Film Festival in New York by The Village Voice and am New York. 
 
About BAMcinématek 
The four-screen BAM Rose Cinemas (BRC) opened in 1998 to offer Brooklyn audiences alternative and independent 
films that might not play in the borough otherwise, making BAM the only performing arts center in the country with two 
mainstage theaters and a multiplex cinema. In July 1999, beginning with a series celebrating the work of Spike Lee, 
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BAMcinématek was born as Brooklyn’s only daily, year-round repertory film program. BAMcinématek presents new 
and rarely seen contemporary films, classics, work by local artists, and festivals of films from around the world, often 
with special appearances by directors, actors, and other guests. BAMcinématek has not only presented major 
retrospectives by major filmmakers such as Michelangelo Antonioni, Manoel de Oliveira, Shohei Imamura, Vincente 
Minnelli (winning a National Film Critics’ Circle Award prize for the retrospective), Kaneto Shindo, Luchino Visconti, 
and William Friedkin, but it has also introduced New York audiences to contemporary artists such as Pedro Costa 
and Apichatpong Weerasethakul. In addition, BAMcinématek programmed the first US retrospectives of directors 
Arnaud Desplechin, Nicolas Winding Refn, Hong Sang-soo, and Andrzej Zulawski. From 2006 to 2008, 
BAMcinématek partnered with the Sundance Institute and in June 2009 launched BAMcinemaFest, a 16-day festival 
of new independent films and repertory favorites with 15 NY feature film premieres; the seventh annual 
BAMcinemaFest runs from June 17—28, 2015. 
 
About The Wall Street Journal 

The Wall Street Journal is a global news organization that provides leading news, information, commentary and 
analysis. Published by Dow Jones, which has nearly 2,000 journalists in more than 75 bureaus around the world, The 
Wall Street Journal engages readers across print, digital, mobile, social, and video. Building on its heritage as the 
preeminent source of global business and financial news, the Journal includes coverage of U.S. & world news, 
politics, arts, culture, lifestyle, sports, and health. It holds 36 Pulitzer Prizes for outstanding journalism. 
 
Credits 
 
The Wall Street Journal is the title sponsor of BAMcinemaFest, BAM Rose Cinemas, and BAMcinématek. 
 
Steinberg Screen at the BAM Harvey Theater is made possible by The Joseph S. and Diane H. Steinberg Charitable 
Trust. Delta Air Lines is the Official Airline of BAMcinemaFest. Toll Brothers City Living is the supporting sponsor of 
BAMcinemaFest. Brooklyn Brewery is the preferred beer of BAMcinemaFest. Pepsi is the official beverage of BAM. 
 
Indie Circle Members: Jeanne Donovan Fisher, Chair; Gabriel & Lindsay Pizzi, Chairs; Dan Klores; Jonathan F.P. & 
Diana Calthorpe Rose; and David Liu & Carley Roney 
 
BAM Rose Cinemas are named in recognition of a major gift in honor of Jonathan F.P. and Diana Calthorpe Rose. 
BAM Rose Cinemas would also like to acknowledge the generous support of The Peter Jay Sharp Foundation, The 
Estate of Richard B. Fisher, Brooklyn Borough President Eric L. Adams, Brooklyn Delegation of the New York City 
Council, New York City Department of Cultural Affairs, New York State Council on the Arts, Bloomberg, and Time 
Warner Inc. Additional support for BAMcinématek is provided by the Coolidge Corner Theatre Foundation, The 
Grodzins Fund, The Liman Foundation, Summit Rock Advisors, and Cultural Services of the French Embassy. 
 
BAMcinemaFest is programmed by Nellie Killian, David Reilly, Ryan Werner, and Gabriele Caroti, with assistance 
from Jesse Trussell.  
 
Special thanks to all participating filmmakers and their creative teams. Additional thanks to: David Fenkel, Nicolette 
Aizenberg, Heath Shapiro & Jeanie Igoe/A24; Eamonn Bowles, Matt Cowal, Dori Begley, John Von Thaden, Dana 
Vladimir & Neal Block/Magnolia Pictures; Jonathan Sehring, Arianna Bocco, Shani Ankori, Lauren Schwartz & Mark 
Boxer/IFC Films; Wyatt Ollestad/MPI Media; Anjay Nagpal, JJ Caruth & Seanna Hore/Focus World; Ryan Krivoshey 
& Graham Swindoll/Cinema Guild; Matt Landers/The Orchard; James Shapiro, Sumyi Antonson & Jon 
Stobezki/Drafthouse Films; Andy Bohn/The Film Arcade; John Sloss, Dana O’Keefe, Kate Hurwitz, Linzee Troubh & 
Emily Selinger/Cinetic Media; Peter Trinh/ICM Partners; Liesl Copland/William Morris Endeavor; Bec Smith & Hailey 
Weirengo/United Talent Agency; Jason Ishikawa/The Film Sales Company; Scott Feinstein/42West; Charlie Olsky & 
Sara Sampson/Cinetic Media; Adam Kersh/Brigade Marketing; Shannon Treusch/Falco Ink. 
 
General Information 
BAM Howard Gilman Opera House, BAM Rose Cinemas, and BAMcafé are located in the Peter Jay Sharp building at 
30 Lafayette Avenue (between St Felix Street and Ashland Place) in the Fort Greene neighborhood of Brooklyn. BAM 
Harvey Theater is located two blocks from the main building at 651 Fulton Street (between Ashland and Rockwell 
Places). Both locations house Greenlight Bookstore at BAM kiosks. BAM Fisher, located at 321 Ashland Place, is the 
newest addition to the BAM campus and houses the Judith and Alan Fishman Space and Rita K. Hillman Studio. 
BAM Rose Cinemas is Brooklyn’s only movie house dedicated to first-run independent and foreign film and repertory 
programming. BAMcafé, operated by Great Performances, offers a bar menu and dinner entrées prior to BAM 
Howard Gilman Opera House evening performances. BAMcafé also features an eclectic mix of spoken word and live 
music for BAMcafé Live on Friday and Saturday nights with a bar menu available starting at 6pm. 
 
Subway: 2, 3, 4, 5, Q, B to Atlantic Avenue – Barclays Center (2, 3, 4, 5 to Nevins St for Harvey 



 

Theater)  
D, N, R to Pacific Street; G to Fulton Street; C to Lafayette Avenue 

Train:  Long Island Railroad to Atlantic Terminal – Barclays Center 
Bus:  B25, B26, B41, B45, B52, B63, B67 all stop within three blocks of BAM  
Car:                   Commercial parking lots are located adjacent to BAM 
 
For ticket information, call BAM Ticket Services at 718.636.4100, or visit BAM.org.  


